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GOOD PLANNING IS GOOD BUSINESS

PROFITABLE real estate developments begin with the land, its location, its

planning and its suitability for a specific purpose. Subdivisions located with correct

reference to city growth and plan, population trends, business and industrial centers,

transportation and other facilities can be profitable ventures. Projects planned for

the best use of the land and its economical development provide the basis for a fair

return on the investment. Housing developments that meet a definite local market

are less subject to blight, stagnation or decline, and consequent financial losses.

Operations so considered are based upon sound business principles.

A developer's success in the long run must depend upon the character of the neigh-

borhoods he creates. The successful developer is more than a subdivider of land/

he is a builder of communities. His communities must possess an appeal that will

attract purchasers. Millions of dollars in the past two decades have been expended

wastefully in premature and superfluous land developments founded only upon vague

speculative possibilities. Experience also shows that poorly planned neighborhoods

depreciate and disintegrate at a faster rate than do houses and there is a consequent

loss in real estate values. A glance at the past emphasizes the fact that successful

subdivisions are founded upon intelligent planning and the adoption of sound

development programs.

The Federal Housing Administration, in insuring mortgages, must consider the eco-

nomic soundness of properties. Successful land developers face the same problem.

In view of this common interest in the preservation of land values, this booklet has

been prepared to acquaint developers with the fundamental principles and standards

that make communities more desirable places in which to live/ communities which

through their stability, protect the value of the investment, add to the security of the

mortgage, and increase the legitimate profits of the developer.
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SUBDIVISIONS PLANNED
NEIGHBORHOODS ore

more profitable to developers

better security for investors

more desirable to home owners

I HE planning and successful marketing or a residen-

tial community should be approached with a thorough

knowledge of the problems involved and the best means

of meeting them. The requirements of good and con-

venient living must be met, costs must be kept within the

buying power of those to be housed and the property

marketed in a manner that will bring a steady and safe

return on the money invested.

The suggestions in this booklet are the result of the

analysis of hundreds of residential neighborhoods located

in all parts of the United States. To the experienced

subdivider much of the text will appear to be elementary.

It is hoped, however, that every developer will find some

constructive idea that will be of assistance to him.

Ultimate success of any housing development depends

upon its ability to meet an existing market. Justification

for any subdivision is based upon the volume and type of

local housing needs. A well-conceived subdivision is

located, planned, and developed to attract a definite

group of potential purchasers.

The size of the development should be such that it can

be completed and sold within a period of time which will

avoid the financial burden of carrying vacant land.

Sales cost should be minimized by designing the tract

and the houses to appeal to a large proportion of the

known housing market.

In the past the speculative subdivision of land and sale

of lots was often successful. Today, however, the buying

public has become more neighborhood conscious and is

less interested in the speculative purchase of lots. It is

interested in the buying of improved properties a good
house on a well-located and landscaped lot in a well-

conceived community. Alert builders, therefore, will not

attempt lot sales, but will adopt programs that result in

the building of desirable communities.

LOCATION

Every subdivision is definitely related to the community
in which it is located. Developers should cooperate
with their local planning authorities so that their projects

will conform to the city plan. A study of city growth

and population movements especially of the income

groups to which the subdivision is intended to appeal
will avoid the premature production of dwelling sites.

The topography of a selected location should be con-

sidered in relation to the proposed price range, since the

physical character of the land has a direct bearing on the

cost of the development. This cost, together with the cost

of the land, must permit the selling of properties at a

reasonable profit and within the purchasing ability of

prospective home owners.

Location involves the question of accessibility to em-

ployment, recreational areas, commercial centers, and
schools. The adequacy and cost of public transporta-

tion, street improvements, water supply and sewage dis-

posal, health and safety services, and the tax rate have an

important bearing on the suitability of a given site for a
definite housing demand.

Project location should be approached from the point

of view of suitability of the site for a specific purpose
rather than an attempt to find a use for a given tract.

NEIGHBORHOOD CHARACTER

Neighborhoods reveal distinguishing characteristics.

The initial character of a neighborhood is established by
its location, accessibility, layout, landscaping, and archi-

tecture. The marketability of properties and the stability

of neighborhoods are improved by adequate public

services, enforced zoning, subdivision regulations, and
suitable restrictive covenants. The quality of the ele-

ments which determine neighborhood character, for the

most part, is subject to control by the developer. Where

they are slighted in the construction phase of a subdivi-

sion's development, experience invariably points to a

constantly changing land use, rapid turn-over in owner-

ship and occupancy, and depreciating land values.

When, on the other hand, all of these factors are care-

fully coordinated the attractiveness and stability of a

neighborhood are established. Its ultimate appeal,

however, will be determined in large measure by the

pride of the residents in maintaining the physical appear-
ance of the neighborhood.



New houses invite inspection by

prospective home purchasers.

Marketability is improved by a

well-planned subdivision. Build-

ing communities that satisfy a

definite market is a sound policy

DESIGN

Good subdivision design takes into consideration

the size and shape of the tract, topography, soil, drainage,

vegetation, prevailing winds, existing streets, and other

improvements, as well as legal restrictions and proposed
official city or regional plans.

The plan of a small subdivision will, to a great degree,

be determined by its surroundings. In the case of a

large tract, however, it is possible to establish a definite

neighborhood environment and to protect it againsf

unsightly outside surroundings and inside influences that

depreciate land values.

Streets in a well-designed subdivision are planned in

relation to surrounding areas, for convenience within

the area, with reasonable grades, for safety of traffic and

pedestrians, and for economy in construction cost.

The gridiron plan is generally costly and results in a

community of monotonous appearance. Through proper

design, rectilinear planning, especially on level ground,

however, can frequently result in a community of good

appearance and with cost advantages. On sloping

ground the curved street layout which conforms to differ-

ences in ground levels is superior to rectangular platting

because it reduces grading operations, avoids steep

grades, permits better use of the land, and is better

adapted to an economical installation of the sewage

system.

Recreational areas where needed should be included

in the original design. Provision also should be made for

the planting of long lived street trees.

A simple and straightforward subdivision plan which

is designed with reference to the foregoing principles is

much to be preferred over one that is highly complicated

in its street and lot arrangement. A minimum length of

streets with their accompanying utilities, together with

a maximum number of well arranged building sites, re-

sults from a skillfully designed subdivision lay out.

UTILITIES

The use of individual wells and septic tanks is not good

practice except where public mains are not available,

and then only when large lots are planned. To maintain

healthful sanitary conditions, it is highly desirable to

make use of public water supplies and sewer mains

whenever possible.

Community water supply systems are often feasible

and fill a definite need for a satisfactory water supply

when public mains are not available. The operation

of these systems is satisfactory when properly installed

and the cost of installation is generally less than the cost

of individual wells and automatic pumping apparatus.

HOUSES

Design of the houses should consider the requirements

of the people to which the subdivision is intended to

appeal. Sufficient variety in exterior design should be

used to avoid monotony and yet retain a harmonious

character. Substantial construction and equipment which

assure low maintenance and operating cost as well as

good planning are of primary importance to the prospec-

tive purchaser of a home.

Location of the individual houses should be done

with regard to orderly and attractive appearance. The

grouping of houses and the use of varied setbacks often

produces a more pleasing result than does the use of

uniform setbacks and spacing.



Modest houses and a natural setting give this neighborhood a distinctive character

The character of the houses, their location and their

landscaping largely determine the character of the neigh-

borhood and whether or not the properties will have suf-

ficient appeal to be salable to a large number of buyers.

MARKETING

Maximum profit in subdivision development usually

depends upon the selling of all properties in the tract.

Effort on the part of the developer to guard against condi-

tions which reduce the marketability of properties con-

tributes to the financial success of the project.

Scattered lot sales over a large area are seldom profit-

able and are accompanied by unnecessary financial risk.

It is not advisable to open more of the subdivision than

is justified by anticipated sales. If the tract is developed
in sections, as warranted by the demand, a group of a few

houses will gradually grow into a sound community; the

capital investment fcr improvements will be less,- and the

risk of financial loss will be minimized. A marketing

program of this type permits the planning of the entire

tract but avoids increased taxes, interest charges, and

capital investment on idle improvements.

ZONING AND RESTRICTIONS

It is essential that every residential neighborhood be

protected against adverse influences which may occur

through undesirable land uses. The best means of such

protection is through properly drawn and administered

zoning regulations and by restrictive covenants that are

placed as blanket encumbrances against the entire tract

These protective measures help to maintain a stable mar-

ket condition within the area and to assure purchasers that

their investments will not be injured by the acts of selfish

or thoughtless neighbors. Regulation of lot sizes, loca-

tion of structures and their design, and prohibition of

nuisances are good business for both buyer and seller.

It is important that the developer distinguish between

zoning and restrictive covenants. The first derives its

authority from an exercise of police power, the other

through a contractual obligation. They go hand in hand,

one supplementing the other, and both are needed.

TECHNICAL SERVICE

Successful subdivision development depends upon the

ability of the developer to obtain the most desirable and

appealing community with the least capital expenditure.

The arrangement of streets, cost of utilities, the shape and

size of the lots that will prove the most profitable, as well

as other factors which make a neighborhood desirable and

financially successful, are of such importance that the use

of technical assistance will prove an economy.
The services of a qualified subdivision designer will con-

tribute to the economical and financial success of a com-

munity development. Skillful planning can result in a

development that will appeal and find ready sale to a

large number of people. The reputation and prestige

of developers are based largely upon the building of

ccmmunities that are sound real eslate investments.
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The above street view is a detail of the lower

risht corner of the air view at the left. The

attractive character of this street is a result of

utilizing the existing natural beauty of the

site in a simple though consistent subdivision

design. This residential development shows

the feasibility of using 50- by 1 00-foot lots as

building sites for dwellings. A variation of

from 2 to 10 feet in the setback of the

houses has added to good street appearance

The use of longer blocks would have reduced

development cost. Like development on

both sides of each street affords protection

from the blighting influence of inconsistent or

nonconforming adjacent land use. Asa rule

the pleasing appearance of a small commu-

nity of houses of consistent character is

directly reflected in its increased marketability



PRINCIPLES OF LAND SUBDIVISION THAT

DISCOURAGE HEAVY
THROUGH TRAFFIC

Minor streets should be so arranged as to make
fast through travel impossible. Rapidly moving
traffic on local residential streets results in an

undue number of accidents and also unnecessarily BAD
increases the cost of pavement construction and

maintenance.

The mixture of local and through traffic on a

residential street creates a condition which tends

toward a doubtful policy as to land use and

neighborhood growth. Where lots have unlimited

and direct access to a heavy traffic street there is a

constant threat that the restrictive covenants and

zoning ordinance may be broken down by pressure

to convert detached dwelling lots into income

properties.

The upper illustration at the right shows poor street GOOD
planning that results in unfavorable conditions.

w>

PLAN FOR EXTENSION
OF MAJOR STREETS

In the development of a large subdivision, the rela-

tionship of the tract to the master city plan of a

community, if such exists, should be ascertained.

It is obvious that proposed major streets, transpor-

tation, recreation, and public utilities should be

considered in planning a new segment of the city.

Where no official plans exist, however, provisions

should be made for projecting major streets

through the subdivision that now end at the

boundary of the tract.

When major traffic streets are not planned as part

of the subdivision, lots may be sold and houses

built in the path of a future trafficway. Either the

development of a through street is blocked or open-

ing of the street later is an unnecessary expense.

8
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MAKE NEIGHBORHOODS MORE DESIRABLE
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BAD

GOOD

TRAFFIC SHOULD FLOW
TOWARD THOROUGHFARES

When traffic does not flow toward main thorough-

fares, it causes an unnecessary use of local streets

in order to reach the main traffic ways. This

excessive use of residential streets causes an

added expense of pavement construction and

maintenance. Local streets that carry unneces-

sary traffic form definite hazards to pedestrians

and children.

The street design of a subdivision should be care-

fully planned to provide for all traffic demands

and at the same time create a street arrangement

that will make an attractive neighborhood.

This will generally produce fewer streets than one

which cuts up the land into numerous rectangles

without consideration of proper traffic routing.

A monotonous street system of this type is gen-

erally extravagant, producing more streets than

are needed.

BAD

GOOD

MINOR STREETS SHOULD ENTER

MAJOR STREETS AT RIGHT ANGLES

Streets should intersect each other as nearly at

right angles as is practicable, and the number of

streets converging upon a single point should be

kept at a minimum. All minor streets approach-

ing a major thoroughfare at acute angles should

be turned so that for a distance of about 100 feet

they will be at right angles to the major street.

When minor streets join a thoroughfare at raking

angles, visibility is greatly impaired for both

motorists and pedestrians. Drivers are also

tempted to turn in and out of such streets without

greatly reducing their speed.

The sketch plans at the left illustrate how hazardous

traffic intersections can be improved by correct

platting to obtain streets crossing at right angles.

nn:{46 38 2



AVOID PLANNING OF
DEAD-END STREETS

The practice has been, in the past, to place

dead-end streets against railroad rights-of-way,

open country, or some other permanent or tem-

porary barrier. This should be avoided. The

remote possibility, in many cases, of dead-end

streets connecting with future streets in an adjoin-

ing tract has resulted in blighted property in that

particular locality.

When there is a possibility of the street going on

through, at some future time, the lot at the end

of the street may be reserved for a given time and
not sold or built on. If it develops that the street

connection will not be necessary, the lot can

become a building site and complete the design
of the neighborhood. When conditions make it

impractical to avoid a dead-end street it should

be terminated by a turn-around. This circle should

have a diameter of at least 60 feet and be at

least the depth of one lot from the boundary line

of the tract.

BAD

GOOD

STREETS SHOULD FIT CONTOURS
OF IRREGULAR LAND

When ground levels of a tract vary considerably,
streets should be laid out to conform to natural

conditions. Observations as to high and low

ground are often adequate to determine the loca-

tion of streets. If the land is rough, a topograph-
ical map should be made to obtain a complete

representation of ground conditions.

Streets laid out to fit the contours of the land will

avoid excessive grades and reduce construction

cost. A subdivision plan based upon the

topography of the site not only makes possible a

better designed development, but also makes the

installation of utilities more economical.

In locating streets, consideration should be given
to the size and shape of lots and blocks in order

to obtain the best use of the land.

10
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BAD

GOOD

SHORT BLOCKS ARE
NOT ECONOMICAL

These sketches contrast two types of local street

design one, an example of the rigid gridiron

pattern, the other planned to meet the require-

ments of local access and circulation.

Short blocks increase initial construction costs

because of the large number of cross streets, and

also increase traffic hazards and travel time through

such districts. In the lower plan, better shaped lots

are secured and those facing the State highway

are protected by a park strip. This plan also

provides a local shopping center and a school site.

The platting of suburban residential blocks up to

1 ,300 feet in length by two lot-depths wide,

bounded by streets that are adjusted to topo-

graphic and traffic requirements is recommended

as being most economical.

BAD

GOOD

LONG BLOCKS REQUIRE
CROSSWALKS NEAR CENTER

The use cf crosswalks through long blocks to

afford more direct access to nearby community

facilities is desirable because of the appeal

and convenience that is lent to otherwise remotely

situated residential lots. Such pedestrian ways

near the middle of all blocks exceeding 1,000

feet in length is recommended.

When a nearby shopping center, school, or park

is so located that a large number of residents

of a neighborhood are forced into circuitous

routes in order that they may reach their destina-

tion, it is often desirable to provide crosswalks

in shorter blocks those over 750 feet in length.

This often brings the playgrounds or grocery store

as much as a quarter of a mile nearer in walking

distance to the doorsteps of many homes.

11



PLAN COMMERCIAL SITES

WHERE NEEDED

Local shopping centers are definite assets to a

community. They should be located within

convenient and safe walking distance for the BAD
residents and designed to afford adequate off-

street delivery and parking facilities.

Commercial structures should be concentrated at

suitable centers adjoining a major thoroughfare

and be accessible by way of local connecting

residential streets. They should be designed

together as a group and not as a series of unrelated

separate stores.

No rule-of-thumb method for ascertaining the

amount of land needed for commercial use in a GOOD
community has proven satisfactory. Such factors

as estimated per capita sales and the volume of

business per store unit, must be analyzed in de-

termining the kind and number of stores that the

neighborhood can profitably sustain.

PROVIDE SCHOOL AND
CHURCH SITES

If a subdivision is large enough to warrant the

consideration of all community requirements,

locations should be provided for schools and

churches. These sites should be centrally located

for the convenience of all property owners and
citizens in the vicinity. Adequate space should

be provided for the parking of automobiles,
without interfering with private parking needs of

those living near the school and church.

These buildings produce a favorable impression

as to the stability of a community and, therefore,

should form one of the early demonstrations of

neighborhood growth. The selection of con-

venient sites for such facilities as schools, churches,

and local shopping centers will go far in increasing

a subdivision's salability.

BAD

GOOD 1. SeMo 2. CHuaCMtS 3. &USCMESS CtUflR.
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PARKS ARE A DEFINITE

COMMUNITY ASSET

Rough wooded areas that are difficult to develop

into economical dwelling sites are often well

adapted for recreational use. Enhanced adjoin-

ing property values may exceed the cost of devel-

oping and dedicating such public open spaces.

A well-located park also may offset the sales

resistance of remotely situated lots and render the

entire tract more marketable.

Parks are a definite asset to a community. They

are a proper place for children and adults to enjoy

the out-of-doors with safety. They reserve, for

all time, natural features that all property owners

in the vicinity can enjoy. They are as important

to neighborhood development as any other gen-

eral feature.

The improvement and maintenance of park areas

should be handled in the same manner as street

improvements and maintenance.

BAD

GOOD

PRESERVE NATURAL FEATURES OF
SITE FOR IMPROVED APPEARANCE

It is recommended that whenever possible all

natural features of a neighborhood should be

preserved to add to the beauty of the tract.

In many cases valuable tree growth has been cut

down and knolls have been removed in order to

fill in lower ground. Frequently this is an un-

necessary expense and only results in the ruina-

tion of what might be a more valuable residential

property.

A more desirable neighborhood can be created

when roads are located to fit the existing lay of the

ground and placed in such a manner as to preserve,

as far as possible, the native tree growth. The

curving of streets to fit contours of the land and

the saving of valuable trees add to the beauty of

a development and reduce construction cost.

13



DEEP LOTS ARE WASTEFUL

Great depth in a residential lot generally does not

increase its salability by virtue of its large area.

This type of platting materially decreases the

number of lots in a subdivision. Residential lots

over 150 feet in depth are usually undesirable

unless they are one-quarter of an acre or more in

size. Replacement of barns by garages has made
deep lots unnecessary.

If consistent with economical land subdivision,

residential lots of 50 or 60 feet in width should

not greatly exceed 1 30 feet in depth. Lots of

from 100 to 120 feet in depth will usually be
found satisfactory for single-family dwellings.

Lot sizes should be arrived at only after a careful

study of local conditions and by an analysis of

the relationship between front foot utility and
street construction costs and the value of undevel-

oped land.

BAD

GOOD

PLAN LOTS OF ADEQUATE WIDTH BAD

The well-being of a neighborhood and the

economic soundness of a project rest largely on

the manner in which the land is divided into lots.

The width of these units should not be reduced

beyond a minimum consistent with building cov-

erage, and light and air requirements. Each

developer should consider the question of lot

width from the point of view of local regulations,

the character and topography of the site, the type
of dwellings contemplated, and the ratio of raw

(unimproved) land costs to the linear front-foot

costs of local public utility improvements.

Practical building sites require lots at least 50
feet wide to provide adequate side yards for

light, air, driveways, and to avoid crowding. GOOD

14
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MAKE LOT LINES

PERPENDICULAR TO STREET

In order that maximum use be obtained from all

lots, it is suggested that the lot lines be kept per-

pendicular or radial to street lines. When this is

not done, there is a tendency to build houses on

lots so that the sides of the houses are parallel

with the side lot lines. This creates an unattractive

sawtooth arrangement and many times causes

the front of one house to face into the side or

rear of a neighboring house.

If a maximum use is to be made of every square

foot of the lot area, it is important that the lot be

well shaped. If lines are not kept perpendicular

to the street, sharp-angled corners will result.

These are difficult to utilize and gives the area an

undesirable appearance.

BAD

"yozzzzzzzzzzzzzzs

GOOD

/

PLAN LOTS TO FACE
DESIRABLE VIEWS

In laying out a subdivision the planner should

take advantage of any natural or created beauty

spot. Whenever possible lots should be so faced

that houses will look out over the park rather than

face on side streets.

Developers should give consideration to the ar-

rangement of lots so that the proposed dwellings

will not overlook neighboring rear yards, face un-

developed and unrestricted property, nor be

exposed to the adverse effects of heavily traveled

streets and adjacent nonconforming land uses.

Each lot within a new subdivision should not only

constitute a good house site, but also be so planned

as to size, shape, and orientation that it takes

full advantage of such desirable natural features

as views, the slope of the land, sunlight, prevailing

winds, shade trees, and adjoining public spaces.

BAD

^ L:.V;:.l Sif
^er

GOOD nrrr>
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PROTECT LOTS AGAINST ADJACENT
NONCONFORMING USES

Residential lots should be arranged so that they

will not be seriously affected by a nonconforming

use of adjoining property. Objectionable prop-

erties can be blocked off by screen planting, or the

lots backed against the nonconforming land so

that houses built on them front away from the ob-

jectionable use. It is suggested that where pos-

sible the subdivision boundary line be along the

rear of a lot rather than the center of a street.

The appearance and value of a building site is

improved when it faces a similar site across the

street. Correct location of lots, well-drawn res-

trictive covenants and zoning ordinances are a

protection against the blighting influence of ad-

joining nonconforming property uses.

,
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A shopping center conveniently located, well-

designed and restricted in extent to actual need

is a neighborhood asset. Adequate off-street

parking facilities and service alleys are essential

The two illustrations at the right show business

encroachments that have depreciated neighbor-

hood property values through lack of restrictive

covenants and zoning

REAL ESTATE VALUES ARE

LARGELY DETERMINED

BY NEIGHBORHOOD CHARACTER

18



Centrally located schools produce a favorable

impression of community stability and demon-
strate sound neighborhood growth

At the left is shown an example of a develop-
ment of well-designed and well-spaced houses,

also an apartment group designed to attract

tenants. Both projects have an established

character which adds to the value and stability

of the investment

ECONOMY AND SPACIOUSNESS

ARE THE RESULT OF

PROPER COMMUNITY PLANNING

19



SUCCESSFUL SUBDIVISION PLANNING
IS BASED ON SOUND PRINCIPLES

ON the following pages are shown a series of subdivision layouts as submitted to the Federal Housing

Administration, together with suggested revised plans. In each case the suggested revised layouts were

not intended to be complete or final plans but only to simplify the explanation of how the application

of land planning principles would result in a more interesting community, provide a more marketable

product, and be a better mortgage risk.

The revisions were made on the basis of greater economy in street and road construction, reduced cost

of utilities, and desirable lot sizes that would increase their sales value. Original layouts were often

wasteful of land and resulted in lots of undesirable shape, size, and location. Too many streets, streets

that do not consider the topography, and streets that do not consider uncontrolled adjoining property are

a common fault of much subdivision planning. In most cases the original layouts as submitted failed to

provide for a comprehensive neighborhood and neglected to take advantage of the desirable, natural

surroundings of the tract.

LOTS SOLD

ORIGINAL PLAN

20



SUGGESTED REVISED PLAN

Comprehensive desisn of the neighborhood was not considered in the plan of this

subdivision as originally submitted. Land had been needlessly wasted through

badly shaped lots. There was too great a difference in the size of the lots, many of

which are too long and narrow and highly undesirable. No attempt was made to

redesign the lots affected by the new highway location and the street locations are poor.

The above suggested revision of the subdivision corrects the errors of the original plan.

Lots are more uniform in size and of better shape. The lots that had been sold retain

desirable frontage, street locations are improved, and there is an opportunity to

develop separate units of the tract in accordance with the demand for new building.

The original plan provided for 103 lots; the suggested revised plan contains 158 lots.

21



ORIGINAL PLAN

Complete development of the property was not considered

in this subdivision. Streets were carried through to the

adjoining property where there was no need for them.

Protection of the neighborhood against uncontrolled and

unattractive adjoining properties was not considered

22
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SUGGESTED REVISED PLAN

Planned as a neighborhood unit this revised plan would

make the tract a better and more profitable investment.

All lots face into the property and back on the unzoned

adjacent property. The rough wooded area which was

unsuited for building sites became a recreational area

23



ORIGINAL PLAN

SUGGESTED REVISED PLAN

The original plan shown at the top of the page was submitted to the

Federal Housing Administration for review. A study of the local

real estate market and surrounding land use revealed that many of

the lots in this layout were excessively deep and wasteful of land

The suggested revised plan introduces a local street permitting

more economically sized and shaped lots as well as a more attrac-

tive and interesting neighborhood. Forty-one lots are available

for sale, fourteen more than were contained in the original plan
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ORIGINAL PLAN
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1
SUGGESTED REVISED PLAN

An excessive amount of street construction, the rigid and monot-

onous layout of streets, the use of "butt" lots, and the subdividing

of the wooded lakeshore, as shown in the original scheme, would

have made this project costly to develop and difficult to market

The revised plan has overcome these objections and every lot has

been made a desirable building site. Although this plan pro-

vides fewer lots, the changes permit a greater financial return and

quicker sales for the developer and a better investment for the buyer
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ORIGINAL PLAN

Sharp intersections of the roads shown on the original layout of

this subdivision produced wasteful triangular corner lots and the net-

work of roads did not provide good circulation. The short blocks,

also wasteful of land, would have increased the cost of installing

the utilities. No provision had been made for a commercial center

and the land allocated for school purposes was divided by a street
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SUGGESTED REVISED PLAN

Elimination of the objectionable features of the original layout was

made possible by the above suggested revision. Blocks are longer

and considerable street frontage has been saved. The lots are of

better shape and they are adequate as building sites. A commercial

area has been planned and the school site is contained within one

area. The layout is more attractive and has greater buyer appeal
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ORIGINAL PLAN

28

The plannins of this proposed new town would make

an unattractive development due to the monotonous

rectansular street system. The plan does not consider

the location of a shopping center, school, churches, and

other features in relation to the rest of the community
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SUGGESTED REVISED PLAN

Public buildings, a shopping center, and a park area

have been considered in the revised plan of the town

as shown on this page. This plan would permit the

development of various sections of the tract in a log-

ical and orderly manner as the need might demand
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ORIGINAL PLAN

Attractive neighborhoods are not created by subdivision

plans such as that shown above. This is due largely to

bad street and lot arrangement. The land has not been

used to its best advantage due to the planning of narrow

lots of variable size. The use of dead-end streets adjoin-

ing uncontrolled area is not economical or desirable
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SUGGESTED REVISED PLAN

A suggested scheme for redesigning the same area which

creates 23 more lots, or a total of 125 lots, all of which

could be readily marketed as an attractive neighborhood.

Natural features of the site have been preserved and a

business district added. Further economy has been ob-

tained by decreasing the length of roads and utility mains
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ORIGINAL PLAN

Contours of the land were not considered in the original

plan of this subdivision. Neither the streets nor the lots

were located so as to take the best advantage of the ter-

The plan also failed to provide a comprehensiverain.

neighborhood. A revised plan is shown on opposite page
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SUGGESTED REVISED PLAN

In this revised design every lot is planned to be a good
building site. Roads and lots are arranged to follow

natural conditions of the subdivision thus reducing street

grades and cost of improvement construction. Parks

and public building sites are included in the new plan
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LAND PLANNING CONSULTING SERVICE

offices of the Federal Housing Administration include in their personnel a

land-planning consultant. Complete subdivision data are reviewed by these con-

sultants as an aid to developers in the economical solution of their land-planning

problems and with a view toward profitable real estate investments. Operative

builders, land subdivides, and their technical consultants will find it advantageous
to discuss their program while it is in a formative state with the local Federal Housing
Administration land-planning consultant. This service is limited to the giving of

advice and suggestions and does not replace the services of a professional engineer

or land planner. There is no charge for this consulting service. Our reward is sounder

neighborhoods and better city and county planning.

SUBDIVISION STANDARDS
THAT BENEFIT

INVESTORS BUILDERS DEVELOPERS

1 Convincing evidence of continuing demand

for housing in the proposed price range

2 Appropriate surroundings and topography

3 Accessibility to schools, employment, shop-

ping and recreational centers

4 Suitable utility and street improvements

5 Reasonable taxes and assessments

6 Adequate zoning and restrictive covenants

7 Conformity to planning regulations and

sound principles of design

RECOMMENDED RESTRICTIVE COVENANTS

1 Regulation of land use

2 Architectural control

3 Side yard and setback regulations

4 Regulation of lot sizes

5 Prohibition of nuisances

6 Restriction of temporary dwellings

7 Restrictions to run 25 years or more

8 Suitable enforcement provisions
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FHA SUBDIVISION PROCEDURE

>rVHILE the Federal Housing Administration does not plan subdivisions, it is inter-

ested in cooperating with real estate developers and operative builders in obtaining

high standards in land development. The value of the service which the Administra-

tion has rendered is evident in many communities where there has been a marked

improvement in the character of neighborhoods. The opportunity is welcomed to

analyze proposed subdivisions and to make suggestions which, in our opinion, if

followed, will create more marketable, attractive, and stable residential properties.

These factors are reflected in the Administration's mortgage analysis of applications

submitted for insurance of loans and permit the insurance of maximum loans and the

highest ratings possible.

INFORMATION FORM

Before suggestions can be made by the land-planning con-

sultants, it is necessary that all pertinent information be sub-

mitted. The required information is given on FHA Form No.

2084 which should be filled out and accompanied by the

required exhibits. Time will be saved and delays avoided if

Subdivision Information Form No. 2084 is completely filled

out and submitted at the time application for mortgage insur-

ance is made to the local FHA insuring office.

REQUIRED EXHIBITS

1 City or county map an automobile map may be used

showing location of property in relation to business and

employment centers and showing proposed changes, if any,

for major traffic ways

2 Copy of restrictive covenants proposed or now in effect

3 Subdivision plot plan marked so as to indicate the exact

area which is to be analyzed by the Federal Housing Ad-
ministration and marked in colors so as to distinguish:

a Vacant lots deeded

b Lots sold under contract

c Business lots

d Lots not improved with houses

e Lots not controlled by sponsor of the subdivision

f Lots upon which houses are to be immediately

constructed

4 Topographic survey, if land is hilly and grades are steep

5 Photographs of existing houses and of vacant land, showing

street views and surroundings, properly identified
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OFFICES OF THE FEDERAL HOUSING ADMINISTRATION

ALABAMA
Birmingham

ALASKA
juneau

ARIZONA
Phoenix

ARKANSAS
Little Rock

CALIFORNIA
Fresno

*Los Angeles
Oakland
Sacramento

San Diego
San Francisco

COLORADO
Denver

CONNECTICUT
Hartford

DELAWARE
Wilmington

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
*Washington, D. C.

FLORIDA
Jacksonville

Miami
Tallahassee

Tampa

GEORGIA
*Atlanta

HAWAII
Honolulu

IDAHO
Boise

ILLINOIS

*Chicogo
Peoria

Rockford

Springfield

INDIANA
Evansville

Fort Wayne
Gary
Indianapolis

IOWA
Des Moines

KANSAS
Salina

Topeka
Wichita

KENTUCKY
Louisville

LOUISIANA
New Orleans

Shreveport

MAINE
Bangor

MARYLAND
Baltimore

MASSACHUSETTS
Boston

MICHIGAN
Detroit

Grand Rapids

MINNESOTA
Duluth

Minneapolis
Rochester

St. Paul

MISSISSIPPI

Jackson

MISSOURI
Kansas City

*St. Louis

MONTANA
Helena

NEBRASKA
Omaha

NEVADA
Reno

NEW HAMPSHIRE
Concord

NEW JERSEY
Camden
Newark

NEW MEXICO
Santa Fe

NEW YORK
Albany
Binghamton
Buffalo

Jamaica
*New York City

Rochester

White Plains

NORTH CAROLINA
Greensboro

NORTH DAKOTA
Bismarck

OHIO
Akron

Cincinnati

Cleveland

Columbus

Dayton
Toledo

OKLAHOMA
Oklahoma City

Tulsa

OREGON
Portland

PENNSYLVANIA
Erie

Philadelphia

Pittsburgh

RHODE ISLAND
Providence

SOUTH CAROLINA
Columbia

SOUTH DAKOTA
Sioux Falls

TENNESSEE

Chattanooga
Knoxville

Memphis
Nashville

TEXAS
Amarillo

Austin

Beaumont

Corpus Christi

Dallas

El Paso

Fort Worth

Houston

Lubbock

San Antonio

UTAH
Salt Lake City

VERMONT
Burlington

VIRGINIA
Richmond

WASHINGTON
Seattle

Spokane

WEST VIRGINIA
Charleston

WISCONSIN
Milwaukee

WYOMING
Cheyenne

Zone land planning consultants are located in the offices indicated by (*)
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